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M
irador de Dalt Vila Hotel, originally a colonial style family house dating back

to 1904, is a serene 5 star hotel situated in a privileged position within the

ancient walls of Ibiza's World Heritage site of Dalt Vila, offering magnificent

views of the old town, the harbour, the Mediterranean and beyond. This

exclusive marble-clad boutique hotel preserves the traditional grandeur of a colonial family home,

combining baroque beauty with a trove of intriguing antiques and opulent decor: dark wood, onyx

and gilt finishes, whilst large open windows and airy white curtains ensure rooms feel bright. A

glass lift and well-integrated, state-of-the-art electronics complete the hotel’s classic-meets-21st

century approach, with only 1 Grand Suite, 1 Suite, 4 Junior Suites and 7 Senior Rooms designed to

meet the wishes of each client and ensure absolute privacy. All are equipped with the latest techno-

logies and comforts: plasma cable TV, Internet, Jacuzzi, iPod connection with music, bathrobe,

Bulgari products and pillow menu. The Grand Suite is something to behold containing a selection

of family period arts, private Jacuzzi, personal gym and stunning en-suite with deep, stand along

bathtub and views across the marina from it's private terrace. The sloped wooden beamed ceilings

of the junior suites add a romantic touch and the remote controlled sliding sky window offers a

view of the 14th century Cathedral of Santa Maria d'Eivissa. Mirador de Dalt Vila also offer guests

an eclectically stocked contemporary cocktail bar, an intimate outdoor pool and a DVD library.

Gastronomy is one of the hotel’s specialities. Es Mirador Restaurant specialises in avant-garde

Mediterranean cuisine. Whether you are dining al fresco on the terrace overlooking the quaint Plaza

de España or enjoying the intimacy of the restaurant itself, its menu offers a series of dishes desig-

ned to tantalise even the most demanding palette. La Enoteca wine cellar boasts a selection of fine

Spanish wines. The hotel offers VIP services including private airport transfer, private yacht trips to

Formentera and other island's beauty spots, luggage services and valet parking.

Hotel Mirador de Dalt Vila,
www.hotelmiradoribiza.com
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